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About This Content

This DLC contains the showcase of The Vagrant’s art assets that used in the game. Including character sprites, background art,
objects and props, monsters, and cut scene illustrations.

There are also artworks from our early Kickstarter campaigns, designs we produced in early stages but never used in the
finished game.

The Artbook will be presented in PNG format pictures.

After purchasing DLC, the pictures will be in folder 'DLC_TheVagrant_Artbook' under the root folder.
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Columns was a simple albeit boring game but this sequel introduced a competitive element to the game. Now you cannot just
play casually you have to be pitted against an AI. You use the gems you have collected to push up the floor of your opponent
and long chains of matches ends up cursing your opponent. But I felt it didn't really work and it just ended up being annoying.
Again I would not bother getting this game.. Just random stuff happening without any sense, totally doesn't worth.. Love the GT
cars and the DLC in general, however the ERS is a crappy gimmick that should be optional. Also, three qualifying rounds is
overdone.. I liked the game so i though that i would get the dlc for it. more characters. yay!!!. it may look lame and stupid but
trust me this game is fun
more of a time waster but still fun non the less.
grab it.

8.5/10. It's a nice game
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This game is entertaining for a few hours, but after 4 or 5 you realize how little content there actually is. You will be forced to
replay the same missions because there are so few, which themselves already overlap heavily. Combine that with a dindling
userbase, and this is only worth buying if you have money to burn.. The Language of Love is a really pleasant Love Story,
combined with a very cute Family Life. I always love Ebi-Himes way of building Relationships since they have a "realistic"
touch to them and still feel like the perfect Love. Furthermore I just adore small Girls, they are just the most precious things
and this is one Visual Novel, or even Anime as a matter of fact, that pictures the beautiful Life of Parenthood perfectly. It is
way to rare to see cute children in Romance Stories and I absolutelly love when I discover one like this. There are just a few
small Grammer Mistakes that I found and some of the CGs arent as good as they could be, not saying that they are bad at all but
still, however the most important part which is the Story and Writing are both really good.

If you enjoy cute little kids and a heartwarming Love Story, then i wholeheartedly recommend you this Game. The entire Story
is around 5-6 hours long I would say which for the 10$ Pricetag is pretty decent I would say. If you previously played one of Ebi
Himes Games and you enjoyed it I am sure you will like this one as well and if you havent had the Chance to try any of them,
then this one could be the perfect first Game.

Overall Score: 9\/10

Check out my Currator Page: https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/34401214\/ for more Reviews :). Zardonic playable
character?

Game 1000/10. Good DLC if on sale. Few of the characters are really useful for unlocking in-game stuff early in the game.
Only get this DLC if you are going for 100% completion. If you play and finish story mode then never play again, I would not
recommend this.. It crashes my game when I manualy enable it.

EDIT: Oh hey, they fixed it. Thanks, 10\/10. Okay so far the game is pretty good few bug surely thay be fix in somepoint but I
think game still need some work and maybe bit fix the balance the boss fight are pretty hard for the start
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